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ORDER

The following candidate was found using unfair means in the Exam for

the post 40/ 13 Gr. II (DASS) conducted by Delhi Subordinate Service Selection

Board. He is debarred from future exams of DSSSB for a period of 15 years

w.e.f. 25.11.2018.

(B )'Name of Exam:- Post code 40/13 Gr.II(DASS)
l. Ashwani Rana Sh. Om Singh H.NO.498 Got assistance in solving

25.04.1990 Vpo- Khera questions with the help of
Grade-II(DASS) Kalan outsider as Booklet No. 11050884
Roll no. Distt. provided to Ashwini Rana was
2830002712 NorthWest found tick marked with blue ball

Delhi110032 point ink. Whereas the
candidates were supplied black
ball point ink pen from Board.
Outsider run away from the spot
and FIR lodged against them.

The Candidates appearing 'in various examinations being conducted by

the DSSSB have repeatedly been warned not to resort to any unfair means/

malpractices and further, that:

"Any attempt to commit are abet, as the case may be all or any of

the acts such as (i) Impersonating, and (ii) Procuring impersonation by any

person, may in' addition to rendering himself/ herself liable to criminal

prosecution, be liable:"
a) To be disqualified by the Board from the examination for

. which he/ she is a candidate as also from any other

examination/ selection of the Board in which he/ she might

have appeared by the final result/ selection has not been

declared / made and or
b) To be debarred either permanently or for a specified period

from any examination held or selection made by them and or,

c) To take disciplinary rules if he/ she is already in service under

Goverrirnerit and or,

'.d) To take any other legal action'
Thus, it is clear that the candidate had tried to use unfair means by

taking help of another person. Thus, the candidate as well as the other person

have indulged of using unfair means in the said exam.
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Further, the candidate has also indulged in the act of CHEATING by

receiving help from other person in solving the questions with the intent to

cleared the exam by unfair means/malpractice.

Therefore, it is evident that the candidate was actively involved in the

crime related to cheating, forgery, connivance and conspiracy as specified in

Indian Penal Code.

In view the above facts and circumstances, the DSSSB has come to the

conclusion that, prima facie, 'a case of: impersonation, cheating, forgery,

connivance and conspiracy is made out against the candidates.

The DSSSB adheres to. ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY TOWARDS ANY

MISCONDUCT by any candidate or any persons. Therefore, in view of the above

facts and circumstances, the candidature of the above candidate who has

appeared in the examination is hereby cancelled, on finding her involved in the

acts as mentioned above in the table.

Further, 'the above candidate is hereby debarred from any examination

being conducted by the DSSSB for a period or 15 years w.e.f. 25.11.2018

mentioned against them in the table.

These issues with the prior approval of Competent Authority, DSSSB

GNCT of Delhi.

(Deputy Secretary)
Exam Branch, DSSSB

To,

Ashwani Rana S/o Sh. am Singh, H.No 498, VPO~Khera Kalan Distt.
North West Delhi-ll0032


